
Ruffled Christmas Stocking
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www.schlosserdesigns.com

Approximately 12” x 18”
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Purchase the following:
2/3 yard main fabric
2/3 yard coordinating fabric for lining, band, and ruffle
1/2 yard fusible fleece interfacing (60" wide)
1/2 yard coordinating grosgrain ribbon
Coordinating thread

For 2 stockings, buy the following materials:
3/4 yard main fabric
1 1/4 yard coordinating fabric for lining, band, and ruffle
2/3 yard fusible fleece interfacing (60" wide)
1/2 yard coordinating grosgrain ribbon
Coordinating thread 

Gather the following:
Pins
Fabric shears
Pinking shears

Cut the following from your lining fabric:
2 - 4 1/2” x 14 1/2” rectangles 
1 - 2 1/2” x 22” rectangle

General Directions:
Sew 1/2” seams unless otherwise noted.

Pattern Assembly:
Cut and piece together pattern piece, taping together at match lines.  To make sure it’s 
printed to scale, set printer to print with no Fit to page or scaling.  The 1” square should be 1” 
when printed.

Project Assembly:
1. Cut out 2 pieces each from your outer fabric and lining fabric.  Make sure you align grain-
line arrows on pattern parallel to selvedge edge of fabric.

2. Iron outer material pieces to interfacing and trim around edges.  

selvedge

fold
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3. Pin together right sides of outer pieces and stitch around the edge, leaving the top open-
ing.  Repeat with the lining pieces. 

 

4. Clip the curves of both pieces and turn JUST the outer piece right side out.

5. Fold the 2 1/2” wide rectangle in half and baste the raw edge.  Pull the bottom thread of 
your stitch to gather it and make a ruffle approximately 14 1/2“ long.

6. Using the 4 1/2” rectangles stack the following:
1 rectangle, right side facing up
1 ruffle, raw edge lined up with top of rectangle
1 rectangle, right side facing down

Pin and stitch just along the ruffle edge.  Unfold so wrong sides of fabric rectangles are 
together with ruffle along the bottom.  Press seam and ruffle.  Fold in half so two unfinished 
side edges are together and sew.    

7. Place lining (inside out) inside the outer stocking piece (right sides out) and pin the edges, 
making sure the side seams are matching.  Cut a 7” piece of ribbon, fold in half, and pin to 
the center of outer seam, with the loop facing down inside the stocking.

8. Place the ruffle band (inside out) inside the stocking with the ruffle down.  Match the side 
seams and pin.  Sew around the top of the stocking.  Trim seam with pinking shears then pull 
out ruffle band and fold down.  

You're now ready to hang your stocking on the mantle!

place ribbon 
loop centered 
on this seam, 
inside stocking



Stocking Pattern
Cut 2 each:

Lining
Outer

Box should be 1”x1” when printed.

match line 1

match line 1
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